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1. Objectives

Subduction zones play a fundamental role in our daily life. Half of the world population lives on top or nearby one of them, in coastal areas repeatedly devastated by large earthquakes, tsunamis or volcanic eruptions. Giant earthquakes occurring on subduction zone mega-thrusts (Mw close to 9 or larger) are indeed amongst the deadliest natural hazards. During the last decade, very large earthquakes took many lives (Sumatra, Chile, Japan) and, according to the World Bank, over 200 billion € for the 2011 Japan earthquake.

These dramatic phenomena are fundamentally controlled by the mechanical coupling and global material transfer at and across subduction zone inter-plate boundaries, between the down-going subducting plate and the overriding plate. Stresses and energy release via earthquakes together with fluid-mediated mass transfer are indeed highly focused on the plate interface, where they interact on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, both at short- (10^-4 yr) and longer timescales (10^6 yr). **One of the key aspects is therefore to understand the rheology and fluid behavior of the subduction interface at depths of ~10-120 km and relevant space-time scales.**

Understanding the complex interplay of processes acting along subduction zones represents a real challenge for geosciences and requires innovative, high-end, cross-disciplinary scientific and technologic thinking. This scientific effort is mandatory for risk assessment, to enhance the reliability of early-warning systems and help reduce human loss and economic costs. Educational outreach in vulnerable countries is also crucial to explain the seismic, tectonic and tsunamic processes both to politics and populations.

The proposed Task Force **"Subduction across scales" builds on past experience from ILP Task Force IX DISC, on the ZIP ITN project (~4 M€; http://www.zip-itn.eu/, led by P. Agard, together with T. Gerya) and the EFIRE NSF-PIRE (~5 M$; led by S. Penniston-Dorland), which was recently recommended for funding (Aug. 2015).**
After fostering on promoting cross-disciplinary interactions through the ILP Task Force IX DISC activities, the proposed SAS Task Force intends now to essentially focus on multi-scalar aspects of subduction-zone processes, in both space and time, via scientific interactions at the highest level and across a more diverse, global panel of scientists and expertise.

"SAS": focus on multi-scalar aspects of subduction-zone processes, in both space and time!
One of the central objectives is to approach the behaviour of the subduction plate interface through multi-scalar, cross-disciplinary studies (e.g., petrology-geophysics-modelling-rheology-...), with the ambition of:
— improving our resolution and understanding of subduction-zone processes down to a few 100s of meters and 100-1000 years,
— covering the full range of relevant timescales (and understanding their respective influence), from the seismic cycle to exhumation processes, or to the characteristic duration of plate kinematics.

This task force will also be multi-scalar in the sense that, compared to DISC, it will involve scientists beyond Europe and the USA and use natural examples of high potential yet still poorly studied: for example the ideal exposures of Iran (see the Workshop organized by DISC in Nov. 2015) or South America (Ecuador, Colombia). The participation in TF SAS of scientists from these countries, namely Jafar Omrani (Geol. Survey of Iran) and Agustin Cardona Molina (Univ. Medellin, Colombia), will ensure real progress in this direction and guarantees the expansion of TF SAS outside Europe. Subduction across scales will also expand further in the USA through the EFIRE-ZIP collaboration.

On a short-term, the "Subduction across scales" Task Force will pay particular attention to:

• Promoting scientific interactions, particularly to the benefice of young scientists,

• Editing a Special volume after the EGU and AGU 2015 sessions: this is an obvious task for getting this done by 2016

• Organizing a Summer school, most probably in 2017 (possibly in Paris)

• The exchange of scientists, particulary to and from those outside US and Europe.

• Establishing a dedicated Website. This was delayed for Task Force IX, in part due to the time lag between setting up the ILP scientific Task Force (IX) and gaining renewed interest in subduction zone processes (thanks to topical sessions at EGU, AGU, GSA,...) and due to the lack of time. This website would now also benefit from the experience gained through the ZIP website, for example.

Future mid-term regional targets and collaborations include:

— the Far East: increase the impact in the East (China, Japan, Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand...) and involve into the NSF New Zealand target site. This also includes strengthening the ties recently established with Chinese scientists, who participated to ZIP/ILP 2014 workshop. An international conference on subduction processes should be held within ZIP in Beijing in 2017.

— South America: Colombia, Ecuador and Chili. In the latter country, within the frame of ZIP, a major 2-3 weeks event atop the Andean subduction zone is already organized in october 10-17, 2015.
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